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Fig03_Pavilion and city border relationship - Relationship edges - Simultaneous activities

Fig04_Pavilion as a support of activities + performance art + contemplation

Fig05_Pavilion as a support of activities + musical bands 
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Conceived as a sloped plane that delimits and shapes the void, the proposal for the floating 
pavilion on the Drava river opens up and relates the edges of both the river and the city. 
fig.01

A light, ethereal facade surrounds a modular wood structure containing flexible and diverse 
programs. It aims to create a sober, transparent and contemprorary image for the city of 
Maribor.

The proposal is structured by three ideas:

1.0 The notion of place: The proposal attempts to create a dialogue between two very differ-
ent urban conditions, such as the river and the city. fig.02

2.0 The program: The proposal uses a 8x8 meter platform that alllows for a flexible, perme-
able, ever-changing space that can host multiple activities throughout the day. Its roof, which 
acts as a gallery, allows people to contemplate the sights while engaging in the activities that 
tie the pavilion to the river. (fig.03 - fig.04 - fig.04)

3.0 Structure and facade: The structure organises itself through the repetition of a single 
structural element, a 2"x2" batten. A silk-like facade acts as a veil and shades the space. This 
creates a distinctive atmosphere for the activities happening inside the pavilion. 

The proposal intends to create adequate spaces by optimizing the material efforts and thus 
generating a rigurus, sober and contemporary architecture. During the day, it blends with the 
suroundings as a neutral and silent shell. During the night, it emerges as an urban lantern 
floating between the river and the sky. A buiding that changes in time and rise as a milestone 
for the city of Maribor.
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